Spend one week discovering three amazing, European cities: Paris, Frankfurt & Freiburg!

March 13-22, 2015

France & Germany

Courses:
ECO 465/BUS 469 - European Intergration: Economic and Business Challenges and Opportunities
HON 360 - Honors Colloquia Comparative Energy Policy

Contact:
Dr. Brown
brownje@easternct.edu
Dr. Pachis
pachis@easternct.edu

Cost:
$4,000

You will spend one week traveling through these European cities while studying comparative energy policy and European economies. Use France and Germany as your classroom to gain hands on experience, as well as traveling to gorgeous cities that will enhance your learning! In addition to coursework you will get to experience cultural experiences like visiting Heidelberg Castle in Germany and so much more!

Limited Space Available
Minimum Deposit Required by November 15, 2014

“Prepare for a roller coaster of feasts, treats and temptations as you take in Germany’s soul-stirring scenery, spirit-lifting culture, big-city beauties, romantic places and half-timbered towns”

The Lonely Planet guide